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28220 oxford mississippi second add stop and there are many people who know however much they hate admit it that mississippi's prosperity largely depends on federal investments stop only day earlier this week space agency announced new plant it was planning erect here (replying immediately to request from barnett) at cost of three million dollars and in contrast yesterday whitehouse refused declare mississippi national emergency area to prevent loss of life from sunken barge cargo of deadly chlorine stop make it eligible to federal aid should sunken barge cargo of deadly chlorine result in loss of life stop hotblooded southern individualism is one thing there are obviously ways of reminding even reckless hotblooded southern individualists that they are american first however much they will resent it and slowly it will sink in mississippians second stop oxford never quite knew whether be proud of their most famous son william faulkner it will be even more confused what think of its current contribution to american history in second add end please insert after quote university's constitution
no politician is allowed interfere in its affairs stop some
of professors were even critical of kennedys slowness in
using force to end this tragic comedy end
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